Games: A Lot of Steam, Proton Experimental, and Inscryption
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- **Steam Summer Sale 2022 is live so prepare your wallet** [2]

  Another year, another big Steam Summer Sale. Time to load up your cart with all those games you will definitely get around to playing? right? Since this is the big event it comes with the usual fluffy extras like trading cards to earn, badges to craft and more. Really though, you all just want the sweet discounts though right?

- **With a quick script you can run Steam Deck Desktop Mode inside Gaming Mode** [3]

  We're going into ridiculous territory of tweaking now and the possibilities are seemingly endless on what you can do with the Steam Deck. You can even run the Desktop Mode inside of Gaming Mode.

- **Alien Swarm: Reactive Drop devs detail their support of Proton and Steam Deck** [4]

  Alien Swarm: Reactive Drop, a community updated and expanded version of the free Alien Swarm originally by Valve continues to see lots of improvements. The developers also explained their clear support of Linux with Proton and the Steam Deck.

- **Proton Experimental gets Paladins working on Linux and Steam Deck** [5]
Valve released a fresh upgrade for Proton Experimental on June 22nd which brings even more game compatibility to Linux desktops and Steam Deck.

- **Cyberpunk point and click adventure Born Punk is out now** [6]

  Born Punk is a brand new cyberpunk point and click adventure from developer Insert Disk 22. It just released on Steam on June 18th and now a Native Linux version is also available. Funded thanks to a Kickstarter campaign, it’s nice to see a trickle of games still coming from the crowdfunding platform.

- **Fanatical offering a nice bundle of Steam Deck Verified games** [7]

  After some more games that should work great on the Steam Deck and so Linux desktop too? Fanatical have a fun looking bundle of games ready for you. Seems they took a hint from the recent bundle that Humble Bundle did. This is a sort-of build your own bundle, with the ability to add up to a total of 8 games from the selection with savings at 3, 5 or 8 picks.

- **Team Fortress 2 gets a surprise update fixing many problems** [8]

  Looks like Valve are getting back into fixing up Team Fortress 2, which has been a long-time coming and after fans have been campaigning to get Valve to do something.

- **Inscryption from Daniel Mullins Games now supported on Linux** [9]

  The mixture of a deckbuilding roguelike with escape-room style puzzles and psychological horror in Inscryption is now officially available for Linux with a Native build. Developed by Daniel Mullins Games and published by Devolver Digital, this very popular and well-reviewed game originally released back in October 2021.

- **What Is a Stream Deck and Should a Non-Gamer Buy One - Make Tech Easier** [10]

  If you’ve ever tuned into a Twitch stream, you might have wondered how a person manages all of the stuff going on in the stream while also playing a video game. The thing is, most of
them are using a stream deck, and while they're great for gamers, they've got lots of benefits for non-gamers, too.